Virtual Meetings
Setup Tips
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Zoom Meetings vs Zoom Webinars
Comparison of Features

ZOOM MEETINGS

ZOOM WEBINARS

Registration

Optional

Required

Participant Roles

Host and Co-Host; Participant

Host and Co-Host, Panelist, Attendee

Audio Sharing

Host can mute all participants, and then choose to
unmute as needed

Audio can be set so that only the board members and
superintendents are audible during the meeting unless
the host chooses to unmute another participant.

Video Sharing

Host cannot force all non-governance team members to
turn off their videos. They can only request individuals
to turn off their video

Video can be configured so that only the board
members and superintendent have their video on and
other attendees cannot share their video

Chat

Chat can be configured so that attendees can only
communicate to the host and not other attendees

Chat can be configured so that attendees can only
communicate to the host and not other attendees

Screen Sharing

The share option can be set to only allow the Host to
share their screen

By default, only the host and panelists can share their
screen. Other attendees cannot share.

Breakout Rooms

Offers a Breakout Room feature that makes it very easy
to have the board go into executive session during the
meeting. The governance team, staff, and public can all
be in the main meeting but then if the governance team
needs to go into executive session then they can enter
into the private breakout room while the other
attendees stay in the main room. Once the work is
completed in executive session, i.e. the breakout room,
the governance team can return to the main room to
conclude their business in open session.

There is not a breakout room functionality for Zoom
Webinar. Thus, if a board needed to go into executive
session, they would need to leave the Zoom Webinar
and join via another linked meeting to participate in
the executive session. They would then need to figure
out how to come back and join the original meeting to
report out from executive session and close the
meeting in an open session.

Participants List

Visible to all participants

Only visible to hosts and panelists
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VIRTUAL MEETING
SETUP
It is important to think through how you
configure your Zoom Meeting account in order
to maximize the functionality and manage the
board meeting properly.
1. Global settings on your Zoom profile can
drive consistent default settings when
creating a meeting.
2. Adjust settings as needed when creating a
particular meeting.
3. Some critical settings can only be made
once the meeting has started.
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Configuring Meeting Settings
Where settings can be changed

OPTION

01

OPTION

03

OPTION

ZOOM PROFILE

02

Settings on your profile will carry
over as the default settings when
you schedule a meeting

OPTION

ZOOM ONLINE
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Scheduling a meeting on Zoom
through your browser offers the
same settings as the Desktop App
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DESKTOP APPLICATION
When you schedule a meeting
using the Desktop App, you can
make changes to defaults

IN-MEETING
Settings can be changed inmeeting, and additional settings are
available at that time
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Where to Configure Settings
Best Practices

PROFILE

DESKTOP APPLICATION

ONLINE

IN-MEETING

Generate Meeting ID Automatically
Enable Waiting Room
Mute Participants on Entry
Do Not Allow Participants to Unmute Themselves
Do Not Allow Participants to Rename Themselves
Do Not Play Enter/Exit Chime
Chat Set to communicate with Host Only
Screen Share – Only Host can Share
Assign Co-Hosts
Recording

SET TO
AUTOMATIC

START IN
MEETING

Livestream

ALLOW

LAUNCH
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Where to Configure Settings
Best Practices

PROFILE

DESKTOP APPLICATION

ONLINE

IN-MEETING

Require a Password
File Transfer Settings (On or Off for everyone)
Do not allow Annotation
Breakout Rooms

ALLOW

Polling

ALLOW

Do not allow removed participants to rejoin
Require Registration (per state laws)
Lock Meeting
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CREATE/LAUNCH
CREATE

CREATE/LAUNCH
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In-Meeting Checklist
Using Best Practices

1. Make sure you have Enabled the Waiting Room
2. Check Audio Settings
a. Mute Participants on Entry
b. Do Not Allow Participants to Unmute Themselves
c. Do Not Play Enter/Exit Chime
3. Check Chat Settings
a. Set to “Host Only”
4. Check Screen Share Settings
a. One participant can share at a time
b. Only Host can share
5. Assign Co-Host(s)
a. Assign co-host permissions to at least one or two co-hosts to help manage the
meeting. Note: they must be in the meeting before you can assign them as cohosts.
6. Recording
7. Livestream
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